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Proteins secreted by skin have great potential as biomarkers for interpreting skin

conditions. However, inconvenience in handling and bulky size of existing

methods are existing limitations. Here, we describe a thumb-nail sized patch with

the array of microdisks which captures multiple proteins from the skin surface.

Microdisks with antibody on the surface enable multiplexed immunoassay. By

self-assembly, microdisks are placed into 2-dimensional arrays on adhesive tape.

The proposed Enzyme-Linked Immunospot array on a Patch shows sufficient

sensitivity for IL-1a, IL1RA, IL-17A, IFN-g, and TNF-a, while IL-6 and IL-1b are

non-detectable in some cases. As demonstrations, we quantified cytokines from

different skin regions and volunteers in a high-spatial-resolution. Published by AIP
Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5032170

INTRODUCTION

The skin is the largest organ in the human body and harbors information on responses to

both external stimuli and internal physiology.1–3 The skin response is orchestrated by a number

of protein molecules secreted by residing cells; these secreted proteins are detected not only in

the skin tissue but also on the skin surface.4–6

There have been efforts to develop non-invasive methods utilizing skin washing fluid plac-

ing open chamber and introducing protein-soluble buffer to dissolve skin residual proteins.3,7

However, the bulky features of skin washing fluid approaches generate subject discomfort and

limit the spatial resolution of the measurement. Therefore, miniaturization of the overall feature

size is yet to be achieved; one possible approach is to utilize a small-sized planar antibody

array to make direct contact with the skin surface without the use of a buffer.

To prepare a small-sized planar antibody array, one efficient approach is to place micro-

disks that carry antibodies in an array.8,9 Because this microdisk preparation is a bulk process

and array elements can be organized merely by selecting from each bulk and mixing, the use of

microdisks is efficient, not only as regards preparation throughput but also in terms of reconfig-

uration flexibility for the elements of the array.10,11 Another advantage of incorporating micro-

disks is that this approach provides a better means of controlling the quality of each element,

as a small portion of microdisks from each bulk can be sampled and tested. By placing a

selected and mixed microdisk on a leveled surface by fluid-assisted self-assembly, a small-sized
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planar antibody array for high-spatial-resolution detection of skin residual proteins can be

achieved.

Here, we propose a thumbnail-sized circular adhesive patch with a microdisk-library array,

named ELIPatch (Enzyme-Linked Immunospot array on a Patch). The ELIPatch, having an

array of protein-capturing microdisks, can seize target proteins directly from the human skin

surface followed by fluorescent immunoassay which enables quantification of multiplexed target

proteins. In this work, the ELIPatch is utilized to capture skin residual cytokines in multiplex,

from different subjects or from multiple sites, with high spatial resolution.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A microdisk is made by a microfluidic-based optofluidic maskless lithography (OFML)

system that irradiates patterned ultra-violet light to photocurable polymer followed by silica-

coating for surface modification. Preparation of the ELIPatch includes a self-assembly of heteroge-

neous encoded microdisks, called partipetting, to the microwell array on a polydimethylsiloxane

(PDMS) substrate. The measurement of skin protein is peeling off ELIPatch from the substrate

and placing this patch to the skin surface for an hour. After this protein capture step, ELIPatches

are sonicated to release the microdisks followed by further immunoassay. Other detailed informa-

tion is provided in the supplementary material.

RESULTS

Fabrication and utilization of the enzyme-linked immunospot array on the patch

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the concept and schematics of the ELIPatch. One unique

feature of the ELIPatch is the array of encoded microdisks that carry capture antibodies on their

silica-coating. The use of microdisks allows the placement of hundreds of immunospots within

a 16-mm-diameter adhesive tape. The void volume in the bar or spot shape inside every micro-

disk acts as a shape code, representing the target protein for antibodies. An ELIPatch is created

when the microdisk array is placed on the adhesive patch, and direct contact of the ELIPatch

with human skin enables simultaneous capture of target proteins [Fig. 1(b)]. Figure 1(c) shows

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of components and the usage of the ELIPatch. (a) ELIPatch has about 500 of encoded micro-

disks that have the shape code and corresponding antibody. Heterogeneous library of microdisks is placed in an array for-

mat with replicates on an adhesive tape. (b) Application of the ELIPatch to the human skin surface. (c) Automated data

acquisition process. 10� images in bright field and dark field are used for decoding and fluorescence measurements. Scale

bar, 500 lm. (d) Preparation of the ELIPatch by fluid-assisted self-assembly. Note that the size of the microwell fits to that

of the microdisk. (e) Photographs of the ELIPatch in different scales. Microdisks in the 22� 22 array are transferred to the

16 mm diameter tape by peeling off. Scale bar, 1 cm and 100 lm. (f) Example of application to Inner forearm. Black circles

denote the array of ELIPatch. (inset) Size comparison with the ELIPatch and thumbnail. Scale bars, 1.5 cm.
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an automated data reading and analysis process, while Fig. 1(d) shows a process of preparation

of the ELIPatch by self-assembly assisted by 2.5 ll of carrier fluid.

Multiplexed protein detection from multiple skin sites or different volunteers

The encoded microdisk capability for multiplexed immunoassay is determined through perfor-

mance of 6-plex immunoassays (Fig. S1), and preparation of the ELIPatch is conducted by self-

assembly of encoded microdisks and transferring to adhesive tape (Fig. S2). To explore the

ELIPatch performance for multiplexed protein detection from the human skin surface, ELIPatches

with 7-plex microdisks were applied to three regions of a healthy volunteer [Fig. 2(a)], on multiple

sites for singleplex assay [Fig. 2(b)], and to the same skin region on three healthy volunteers [Fig.

2(c)]. For the experiments shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c), ELIPatches with 7-plex microdisks were

attached to each region and left in place for 1 h to minimize the effect of sweating and environ-

ment.12,13 In most cases, the measure level of cytokines is above the limit of detection, denoting

that the ELIPatch has sufficient sensitivities except IL-1b and IL-6 [Fig. 2(c)].4,14,15 Figure 2(b)

shows the S100A7 levels obtained from various body regions. It is known that S100A7, which is

an antimicrobial protein, presents in different concentrations along the body site. In this experi-

ment, a singleplex microdisk that targets S100A7 was used in the ELIPatch preparation and, thus,

attached to the target sites for 1 h. The results show a similar profile to those previously reported,

e.g., high expression at the forehead.2 Every experiment is conducted simultaneously to avoid the

effect of the environment such as temperature and humidity.

Multiplexed protein detection from the skin surface under stimulus in a high spatial

resolution

We then explored the ELIPatch capability to detect the human skin response to the stimu-

lus. The inner forearm region was stripped with adhesive tape various times, and ELIPatches

FIG. 2. Multiplexed protein detection from human skin using the ELIPatch. (a) Seven cytokines are measured from three

sites of a healthy volunteer. Error bars: standard deviation. Line: limit of detection. (b) Antimicrobial protein is measured

from various sites of a healthy volunteer using the ELIPatch. (c) Seven cytokines are measured from the inner forearm

region of three healthy volunteers. Line: limit of detection. N.D. means non-detectable. (d) The measured values of three

cytokines with the increasing stimulus and the number of tape stripping repetitions of skin. (NTC: no target control). (e)

Spatial distribution of single cytokine on the inner forearm with multiple stimulus points [red boxes in (b)]. (i) IL-1a levels

measured. (ii) IL-17A levels measured. All values are given in arbitrary units (A.U.).
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were applied. Among the seven cytokines, the concentrations of TNF-a, IL-1a, and IL-17A var-

ied in response to an increased number of tape stripping repetitions, as shown in Fig. 2(d).

Figure 2(e) is a demonstration of skin protein detection with high spatial resolution. The

inner forearm region was divided into a grid, and each section was stripped with adhesive tape

a different number of times [insets of Fig. 2(b)]. The spatial densities of the ELIPatch differed,

as 8 patches were applied in a 6 cm� 2 cm area in Figs. 2(e) and 2(i) while the second case

involved 15 patches in a 4 cm� 2 cm area, having higher spatial resolution. The numbers in the

insets indicate the number of tape stripping repetitions, and the circles in the insets of Fig. 2(b)

represent the applied ELIPatch. As expected, the results from each section yield intensities cor-

responding to the repeated number of tape stripping. These results indicate that the ELIPatch

has the potential to detect skin residual proteins with centimeter resolution and thereby to com-

pare the cytokine profile from multi-regions of skin, such as diseased region and normal region,

at the same time.15,16

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we introduced a method to quantify multiple skin residual proteins with high

spatial resolution. In this approach, a thumbnail-sized circular adhesive patch with an array of

microdisks acting as immunospot is fabricated and demonstrated. The small size of the pro-

posed patch enables high-spatial-density application to the skin surface. We also utilized this

platform to detect the skin response under the stimulus by quantifying the level of cytokines of

the stimulated skin sites. The results indicate that our platform can not only detect changes in

the cytokine concentration in accordance with the degree of stimulus but also resolve the spatial

distribution of the stimulus. We believe that this method will provide a simple and comfortable

method of detecting skin residual proteins for both clinicians and subjects. Although the

improvement on sensitivities is required to have a diagnostic value,17–20 there is potential to be

advanced in antibody quality and design of the microdisk and patch itself. Therefore, we expect

that this proposed patch contributes to not only accumulation of information on the profiles

of skin residual proteins but also the objective complementation based on the biomolecules to

diagnosis and prescription of skin inflammatory diseases such as psoriasis and atopic

dermatitis.21–23

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for figures of the result of multiplexed immunoassay using the

microdisk [Fig. S1]; preparation of the ELIPatch by self-assembly of the microdisk [Fig. S2];

optofluidic maskless lithography system for microdisk fabrication [Fig. S3]; additional tables of

limit of detection [Table S1] and coefficient of variance [Table S2]; comparison of limit of

detection and baseline of cytokine levels from previous research [Tables S3 and S4]; complete

methods and experimental data.
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